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Andrea Gyger

From: Marilyn R Marks [marilyn@aspenoffice.com]
Sent: Friday, January 14, 2011 3:05 PM
To: Andrea Gyger
Cc: Hilary Rudy; Scott Gessler
Subject: Submission to Secretary of State Regarding Ranked Choice Voting
Attachments: Submission to Secretary of State Regarding Ranked Choice Voting.pdf; 

Exh_A_CC Results.pdf; ExhB__TimesIRV.pdf

Categories: Ranked Voting Methods (RVM)

Ms. Gyger, 
Please find my comments attached related to Ranked Choice Voting. 
This is being submitted for the report your office will be generating on RCV. 
Please contact me with any questions. 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 
 
Marilyn Marks 
 



Marilyn R. Marks 
930 W Francis Street 

Aspen, CO 81611 
970 429 7535  

Marilyn@AspenOffice.com 
 

Submission to Secretary of State Regarding 
 Ranked Choice Voting 

(comments for  report specified in C.R.S. 1-7-1002) 
 

Ranked Choice Voting Should be Prohibited in Colorado 

I have summarized my comments in two sections, 1) the Aspen IRV experience, and 2) general 
comments about RCV.  I was a candidate for mayor in the Aspen May, 2009 IRV election.  After 
that election, I filed litigation currently pending in the Colorado Court of Appeals concerning the 
nature of photographic ballot images as open public records for purposes of verifiability of 
elections. (Marks v Koch, Case 10CA1111) That litigation was driven in part by the complexity 
and lack of transparency of the RCV voting method as presently allowed by Colorado Statute. 

Aspen Experience: 

Aspen conducted the only RCV election to date in Colorado. “Instant Runoff Voting” was 
adopted by Charter amendment in 2007 with a 70%+  favorable vote in a low turnout election. 
“IRV” was not defined and the rules were left to the elected officials to determine. Voters were 
not informed of the enormous range of possibilities for complexity and abuse in choosing those 
tabulation methods.  City Council unanimously promoted adoption of IRV on three false 
premises: 

1. The result of IRV would be “exactly the same as a general election followed by a run off.” 
There was no public debate discussing that illogical claim. 

2. One IRV election would save substantial money over having two elections.  
3. Winners would achieve a majority of votes. 

 
The claims were unfounded , and after the first IRV election in 2009, electors voted to repeal 
IRV 65% to 35% in a large turnout election. (Over three times more voters than in the election to 
adopt IRV.) 
 
 Problems Encountered in Aspen: 

1. Majority Not Achieved: Neither winning council member achieved a majority of 
votes cast. Significant numbers of voters failed to fully rank all 9 candidates in the 
race, resulting in their ballots not being counted in the “total votes cast” if they ranked 
only candidates who were not in the final round.  The highest vote-getting candidates 



were declared winners although they failed to achieve the threshold majority 
required. 

2. Non-transparent , Uncertified, Undocumented Voting System: Tabulation of 
ballots was performed on uncertified, untested, non-transparent system which 
citizens could not verify. There were no regulatory requirements for  the tabulation 
system, allowing undisclosed changes made to the software configuration the night 
before the election.  This became an ultimate “black box” election with no meaningful 
oversight. 

Election software which could not be tested by the public contained errors in the 
formula , causing miscounting of the mayor’s race and improper allocation of votes.  
The error was discovered by the election contractor prior to deadlines for recounts 
and election contest but not announced until after the deadlines had passed.   
Without basic transparency of the tabulation, there was no meaningful way for a 
candidate to challenge the results. 

During public hearings, voters repeatedly asked for  planned hand counts  to offset 
the untested  nature of the software. Officials refused, despite the fact that only 2500 
ballots were anticipated. This allowed officials to control the black box without the 
public’s ability to peer in.  

3. Non-transparency in Establishing  Mathematical Tabulation Rules; Rules of 
tabulation were debated in private meetings without public input until approximately 
60 days before voting began.  The public was informed and allowed to participate too 
late to stop illogical and abusive voting scheme. When public debate began, election 
time was  just weeks away, and elected officials refused to delay implementation of a 
poorly designed system. Depending on selection of  any specific IRV tabulation 
algorithm, the same set of ballots could have resulted in multiple differing answers.  
(Exhibit A, prepared by mathematics instructor,  Douglas Marks  
douglasdavidmarks@gmail.com )   

4.  Complexity of Tabulation Rules Resulted  in Limited Transparency.  Tabulation 
rules were so complex that most IRV Task Force member and the majority of City 
Council  members adopting the rules did not understand them and could not explain 
them. It is likely that less than 10 private citizen voters in Aspen could articulate the 
method of counting IRV ballots. (This is evidenced by reviewing the video recording 
of election night coverage of the tabulation, where both well-informed commentators 
and the private contractor running the election made significant errors in explaining 
the counting method.) (http://www.grassrootstv.org/Show.aspx?ShowID=8097) 

(On the afternoon before election day, the software being tested for the first time 
resulted in the candidate with the least votes being declared the winner. Software 
had to be reconfigured twice the night before the election, and still produced errors.) 



Citizens, unable to understand the counting method, could not act as informed, 
effective election judges.  

5. Citizens Had Little Ability to Influence Unfair Tabulation Schemes or Lack of 
Transparency.   With no oversight by the SOS, local officials created inventive, 
complex schemes which gave the public little power other than through possible 
attempts to obtain court injunctions. The expensive, high risk option was not realistic 
for concerned citizens, facing threats of retaliation if litigation were undertaken.  In 
short, the Aspen process was ripe with possibilities for abuse by elected officials, and 
little power by the electorate to impact the process.  

6. Tabulation Rules for Determining Council winners were changing through 
election Day.  Between limited experience with the realities of IRV for multi-seat 
races and the complexities of the formulas, written rules were being modified just 
days and hours before and during the election between the election contractor and 
the election officials. The public was not informed of these changes, and would have 
been able to learn of them only through Open Records requests, likely received too 
late to have  an impact.  

Title 31 and Home Rule Charters which permit ill-defined IRV or RCV are blank 
checks for chaotic and whimsical elections, with unpredictable rules, and  with no 
effective oversight by the press,  public or the state.  

7. Ballots and Ballot Images were locked away and Public Not  Allowed to Verify 
the Results.  While post-election verification exercises are usually perfunctory 
exercises by canvass boards, those activities follow many stages of independent 
testing of the equipment, voting process, and tabulations. In Aspen, the system used 
had not been properly tested or documented, and canvass board activities were not 
meaningful or documented. Promises of “total transparency” to allow verification of  
the results through viewing ballots images were retracted shortly after the election. 
This has resulted in prohibitively expensive litigation to attempt to force the City to 
allow citizens to undertake the promised verification.  

A helpful overview of the Aspen IRV story may be found in The  Aspen Times article 
published October 3, 2010, and attached as Exhibit B. 

In Summary: The lack of state or citizen oversight available in Aspen’s IRV election allowed 
an “anything goes” style of rogue election with little voter confidence in the outcomes, and 
little understanding of how their ballots were counted. Having fair and verifiable RCV/IRV 
elections in local jurisdictions will require state oversight of significant proportions, which will 
create a great pressure on state resources that can be better utilized for election integrity in 
“mainstream” election efforts.  

There is nothing in state statute to prohibit another Aspen-style rogue election in other 
municipalities or special districts. RCV should be prohibited until a full set of rules and 
processes can be carefully studied and recommended by the Secretary of State. In my view, 



given the significant needs for resources in traditional elections, this is a luxury we cannot 
afford presently.  

Ranked Choice Voting in General  

1. Colorado Statutes Prohibit Needed Post-Election Testing for RCV. Title 31 
(municipal elections) does not allow post-election reviews or audits. Ballots are to be 
locked away before canvassing of the votes and only reviewed in a court supervised 
contest. This effectively prevents post-election audits or reviews by election officials or 
the public.  Complex voting methodologies must be subject to public verifiability. 
Otherwise there is no transparency or accountability in the election system, made worse 
by RCV complexity.  
 

2. RCV is complex and lacks uniform definitions, leaving the rules and counting 
algorithms up to each local jurisdiction. Local officials deciding on local rules for 
tabulation is an invitation for abuse.  
 

3. SOS Does not Oversee RCV elections.  RCV is intended for municipalities and special 
districts, but there is no guidance or enforcement authority of the Secretary of State for 
those elections. Voters become disenfranchised by the unfair local RCV rules that 
elected officials unilaterally develop. Unless citizens  are highly sophisticated  in voting 
methodologies,  public hearings to influence officials on RCV specifics are ineffective.  

 
 

4. No Uniform Tabulation Equipment Standards: RCV cannot be tabulated on  currently 
certified equipment, leaving tabulation to non-transparent, poorly tested and 
undocumented systems, selected and controlled at the whim of elected officials.  Hand 
count is a reasonable alternative in small jurisdictions, but is discouraged by most 
election officials.  
 

5. RCV frequently fails to achieve a majority result. Significant numbers of voters 
choose not to fully rank the field of candidates, resulting in many “exhausted” ballots 
which essentially count as “no-shows” although the voter voted in that contest.  
Achieving merely a majority of those who fully ranked all candidates should not be 
considered a majority, when participating voters’ ballots were excluded from the 
denominator for calculating a majority threshold. 
 
 

6. No SOS Rules have been Promulgated: Statute required SOS to promulgate rules for 
RCV, but SOS declined, apparently taking position that SOS has no authority over 
elections which are not Title 1 elections. As a result, RCV represents a license to create 
chaos in local elections, with no state oversight, and no  meaningful enforcement. 
 

7.  RCV Invites Abuse by Elected Officials. The complexities and lack of uniform rules 
invite abuses of the voting system, and control by elected officials for their own benefit.  



With local jurisdictions free to create non-traditional processes and rules, even after the 
election has begun, citizens have little control over the process. The evaluation is so 
complex and difficult that citizens have no meaningful oversight. There is no practical 
enforcement mechanism in place to prevent abuses of the system.  
 

8. Citizens Have Little Clout to Impact Voting Methodology: Citizens cannot reasonably 
control the RCV election process except through cost-prohibitive litigation. Unfair, 
unconstitutional, illogical systems can be installed in local jurisdictions under the generic 
name of “RCV” and cannot be reasonably challenged without massive legal resources. 
 

9.  RCV Encourages Guess Work in Voting: Ranked Choice Voting generally translates 
to a one stage election, which reduces the ability of voters to get to know candidates 
when the field has not been narrowed. In tiny Aspen, nine candidates ran for Council, 
while four ran for mayor. Voters had to know enough about those 13 candidates to rank 
them  all without the benefit of focused one-on-one debates or significant press 
coverage.  RCV encourages voting for candidates voters know little about, as it is 
important to fully rank the list of candidates.  
 

10.  RCV Promotes Superficial Campaigns: RCV encourages candidates to run on pure 
personality with little substance, because the field of candidates is large and time for 
examination of individual views is limited. That is particularly true in local jurisdictions.  
The lack of narrowing of the field and a second stage vote (primary/general or 
general/runoff), encourages superficial campaigning, as in-depth analysis of candidates’ 
positions in second stage campaigning is avoided.  
 

11. RCV  Exacerbates Incumbent Advantage:  RCV gives additional advantage to the 
already advantaged incumbents. Voters must rank as many choices as possible, and will 
tend to rank incumbents with name recognition  higher than they rank  unknown 
candidates, thereby increasing the “vote totals” for the incumbent. The incumbent would 
not have received those second and third ranked votes in a traditional system, where the 
voter would vote for their favorite candidate only. 
 

12. RCV further advantages well-financed candidates. Given the lack of time in a 
traditional 2 stage election, where candidates can be more extensively covered by the 
press after  the field narrows, candidates are forced to create a more intense media 
campaign to mitigate the lack of press coverage available for any one individual in a 
large field of candidates in a one stage race. 
 

13. RCV lacks transparency. The formulas are too difficult to understand, so tabulations 
revert to the clerk and private contractors, who then claim proprietary rights to the 
tabulation software code and data. 
 

14.  RCV is prohibitively expensive in small and mid-sized jurisdictions: RCV is cost 
intensive if done diligently, with great expenditures for  voter education, staff time and 



financial resources, which more than offset any “savings” from avoiding a two stage 
election. Many of the costs are hidden until the first election.  
 

15. Voter education cost is too high and too difficult. Very few voters (or even election 
judges) can explain the method of tabulating the results or what it takes to win. Systems 
this complex are undemocratic and favor only the very highly educated and 
sophisticated voters.  RCV proponents often claim, “You don’t need to know how it 
works to vote.” That is an undemocratic and non-transparent philosophy which should 
not be encouraged by the state. Only a tiny fraction of voters, trained in computer 
science and math could become effective election judges.  
 

16. Buyers’ Remorse is Frequent with RCV.  A review of news articles demonstrates that 
many, if not a majority of the jurisdictions which try IRV, rather quickly repeal it, as 
Aspen did. Burlington, Vermont recently repealed after two elections. Pierce County 
Washington, and Cary, North Carolina have abandoned IRV. IRV was used in a 
November 2010 judges’ election in North Carolina, generating much confusion, delayed 
results, and cries for a repeal of IRV for such races.  The momentum RCV once had 
appears to have subsided because of the “real world” experiences with RCV do not 
match the admirable goals on which it was created. 
 
For all of the above reasons, I urge the Secretary of State to encourage legislation to 
repeal Ranked Choice Voting in Colorado. Our resources are too scarce and basic 
needs yet unmet in traditional election systems to invest significant resources in this 
interesting but highly questionable voting method.  
 
I am happy to provide any documentation or additional information needed for 
clarification. 
 
 



IRV, Why the Counting Method Matters? 

 

  Some of you may have drudged through some of the scenarios I presented saying that depending on the 
voting method chosen I different candidate could be elected.  I never imagined how great a case study Aspen’s 
own city council race would be in demonstrating this.  If you use the different methods discussed for tabulating 

the ballots you end up with not 1 outcome but with 4 possible outcomes.  I’ll give a very brief description of 

each tabulation procedure and the outcome at each step.  The data used to run the simulations comes from the 
election itself and it spoils ballots in the same manor.  I believe there are some errors in the procedure and data 
used in the election but for consistency I followed the election procedures and data.  I will separately address 
the data and spoiling errors in another paper. 

  For those not interested in the details I will give a table that summarizes the results here. 

  Method 1  Method 2  Method 3  Method 4  Method 5 
Seat 1  D. Johnson  D. Johnson  D. Johnson  D. Johnson  D. Johnson 
Seat 2  Torre  Behrendt  Frisch  J. Johnson  Torre 

 

Method 1 – Official Election Procedure.  
Method 2 – Two Vote Sequential Elimination. 
Method 3 – One Vote Sequential Elimination (Restart after first seat). 
Method 4 – One Vote Sequential Elimination (No Restart). 
Method 5 – IRV version of traditional runoff. 
 

The first seat was always filled by D. Johnson the second seat depended upon the method chosen.  The 
details of each method and the elimination procedures are all included below.  For those interested I’ll also 
include the text of the program files used to generate this data. 



 

Method 1: Tabulation Used in the Election. 

Process:  

1. Count the top two votes on everyone’s ballot equally. 
a. Check for winners (50+%). 

i. If there are two winners the election is over. 
ii. If there is exactly one winner, hold a runoff between the second and third candidates. 
iii. If there are no winners take the top four candidates and go to 2. 

2. Count only the top vote on everyone’s ballot. 
a. Check for winners (50+%). 

i. If there is one winner that candidate is elected remove the winning candidate and 
restart two with the remaining three candidates. 

ii. If there are no winners eliminate the last place candidate and restart at 2. 

Below I will give tables showing the vote totals at each round of the election, showing who gets eliminated and 
elected. 

Round 1 – Threshold 1244 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

538  717  695  777  735  102  268  884  138 

 

Round 2 – Threshold 1201 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  569  0  533  538  0  0  760  0 

 

Round 3 – Threshold 1154 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  737  0  0  678  0  0  891  0 

 

Round 4 – Threshold 1069 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  906  0  0  0  0  0  1230  0 

 



So D. Johnson won the first city council seat.  Now we have a runoff between the three other candidates to see 
who wins the second seat. 

Round 5 – Threshold 1114 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  666  0  736  825  0  0  0  0 

 

Round 5 – Threshold 1048 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  0  0  1063  1032  0  0  0  0 

 

So Torre wins the second seat by a mere 31 votes. 

Result 1: D. Johnson and Torre. 



 

Method 2: Two Vote Sequential Elimination. 

Process:  

1. Count the top two votes on everyone’s ballot equally. 
a. Check for winners (50+%). 

i. If there are two winners the election is over. 
ii. If there is exactly one winner, hold a single vote SE runoff between the remaining 

candidates. 
iii. If there are no winners eliminate the candidate with fewest votes and restart. 

Round 1 – Threshold 1244 (Write Ins already eliminated)  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

538  717  696  777  735  102  268  884  138 

 

Round 2 – Threshold 1243 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

547  726  710  792  748  0  276  890  147 

 

Round 3 – Threshold 1242 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

569  741  732  811  762  0  296  901  0 

 

Round 4 – Threshold 1237 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

600  771  766  852  804  0  0  951  0 

 

Round 5 – Threshold 1232 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  853  863  953  898  0  0  1054  0 

 



 

Round 6 – Threshold 1201 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  0  966  1133  1059  0  0  1183  0 

  

Round 7 – Threshold 1161 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  0  0  1317  1343  0  0  1368  0 

 

Result 2: D. Johnson and Behrendt. 



 

Method 3: One Vote Sequential Elimination (Mayor’s Race twice). 

Process:  

1. Count the top votes on everyone’s ballot. 
a. Check for winners (50+%). 

i. For the first winner eliminate that candidate and start over will all other candidates. 
ii. If there are no winners eliminate the bottom candidate and repeat. 

Round 1 – Threshold 1244 (Write Ins already eliminated)  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

249  456  418  385  354  27  94  465  38 

 

Round 2 – Threshold 1243  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

249  460  419  394  357  0  96  468  41 

 

Round 3 – Threshold 1242  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

255  464  425  396  367  0  100  476  0 

 

Round 4 – Threshold 1237  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

261  478  436  416  385  0  0  496  0 

 

Round 5 – Threshold 1237  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  536  470  458  448  0  0  549  0 

 

Round 6 – Threshold 1204  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 



0  621  560  552  0  0  0  674  0 

 

Round 7 – Threshold 1145  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  798  674  0  0  0  0  817  0 

 

Round 8 – Threshold 1069  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  906  0  0  0  0  0  1230  0 

 

D. Johnson is elected for the first seat.   

Now the election starts over without D. Johson. 

Round 9 – Threshold 1232 (Write Ins already eliminated)  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

332  492  540  456  428  39  121  0  54 

 

Round 10 – Threshold 1230 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

332  497  544  470  433  0  124  0  59 

 

Round 11 – Threshold 1230 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

341  504  553  478  445  0  137  0  0 

 

Round 13 – Threshold 1198 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  600  655  568  572  0  0  0  0 

 

Round 14 – Threshold 1135 



Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  784  779  0  706  0  0  0  0 

 

Round 15 – Threshold 1032 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  974  1099  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 

So Frisch is elected to the second seat. 

Result 3: D. Johnson and Frisch. 



 

Method 4: One Vote Sequential Elimination (No Restart). 

Process:  

1. Count the top votes on everyone’s ballot. 
a. Check for winners (50+%). 

i. For the first winner eliminate that candidate and continue with remaining candidate. 
ii. If there are no winners eliminate the bottom candidate and repeat. 

 

Round 1 – Threshold 1244 (Write Ins already eliminated)  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

249  456  418  385  354  27  94  465  38 

 

Round 2 – Threshold 1243  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

249  460  419  394  357  0  96  468  41 

 

Round 3 – Threshold 1242  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

255  464  425  396  367  0  100  476  0 

 

Round 4 – Threshold 1237  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

261  478  436  416  385  0  0  496  0 

 

Round 5 – Threshold 1237  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  536  470  458  448  0  0  549  0 

 

 



 

Round 6 – Threshold 1204  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  621  560  552  0  0  0  674  0 

 

Round 7 – Threshold 1145  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  798  674  0  0  0  0  817  0 

 

Round 8 – Threshold 1069  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  906  0  0  0  0  0  1230  0 

 

D. Johnson wins the first seat. 

Round 9 – Threshold 776  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  1550  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 

 

J. Johnson wins the second seat. 

Result 3: D. Johnson and J. Johnson.  



 

Method 5: Traditional Aspen Runoff. 

Process:  

1. Count the top two votes on everyone’s ballot equally. 
a. Check for winners (50+%). 

i. If there are two winners the election is over. 
ii. If there is exactly one winner, hold a single vote SE runoff between the second and third 

place candidates. 
iii. If there are no winners eliminate take the top four candidates and run Method 2. 

Round 1 – Threshold 1244 (Write Ins already eliminated)  

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

538  717  696  777  735  102  268  884  138 

 

Round 2 – Threshold 1201 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  930  0  1117  1117  0  0  1211  0 

 

D. Johnson wins the first seat. 

Round 3 – Threshold 1048 

Kasabach  J. Johnson  Frisch  Torre  Behrendt  Lasser  Wampler  D. Johnson  Speck 

0  0  0  1063  1032  0  0  0  0 

 

Torre wins the second seat. 

Result 5: D. Johnson and Torre. 



 

For those really interested I simulated the elections in Maple and the text of the code can be seen below. 

MinPos := proc(C) 
   local m, pos, i; 
   if nops(C)=0 then 
     return empty; 
   fi; 
   m := 0; 
   for i from 1 to nops(C) do 
     if m = 0 then 
       m   := C[i]; 
       pos := i; 
     fi; 
     if C[i]>0 and C[i]<m then 
       m   := C[i]; 
       pos := i; 
     fi; 
   od; 
   return pos; 
 end: 
  
 MaxPos := proc(C) 
   local m, pos, i; 
   if nops(C)=0 then 
     return empty; 
   fi; 
   m := C[1]; 
   pos := 1; 
   for i from 1 to nops(C) do 
     if C[i]>m then 
       m   := C[i]; 
       pos := i; 
     fi; 
   od; 
   return pos; 
 end: 
  
 SimCCElectionAlt1 := proc(V,m,L) 
 # 2 vote SE no reset 
   local C, n, CR, i, j, v, k, p, S, q, b, Out; 
   Out:= ""; 
   C  := [0$m]; 
   CR := L; 
   n  := 0; 
   S  := 2; 
   for i from 1 to nops(V) do 
     b := 0; 
     v := V[i]; 
     for j from 1 to nops(v) do 
       if evalb(v[j] in CR) then 
         C[v[j]] := C[v[j]]+1; 
         n := n+1; 



         b := b+1; 
         if b = 2 then  
           n := n-1; 
           break; 
         fi; 
       fi; 
     od; 
   od; 
   print(n); 
   if max(C)>n/2 then 
     p := MaxPos(C); 
     print(C); 
     print( "Candidate ", p, " is elected"); 
     C[p] := 0; 
     if max(C)>n/2 then 
       p := MaxPos(C); 
       print("Candidate ", p, " is elected"); 
       return;     
     fi; 
     CR[p] := 0; 
     SimMayElection(V,m,CR); 
     return;     
   fi; 
   p     := MinPos(C); 
   print("___________________"); 
   print(C); 
   print(cat("Candidate ", p, " is eliminated")); 
   CR[p] := 0; 
   SimCCElectionAlt1(V,m,CR); 
 end: 
  
 SimCCElectionAlt2 := proc(V,m,L) 
 # 1 vote SE, no reset 
   local C, n, CR, i, j, v, k, p, S, q, b, Out; 
   C  := [0$m]; 
   CR := L; 
   n  := 0; 
   S  := 2; 
   for i from 1 to nops(V) do 
     v := V[i]; 
     for j from 1 to nops(v) do 
       if evalb(v[j] in CR) then 
         C[v[j]] := C[v[j]]+1; 
         n := n+1; 
         break; 
       fi; 
     od; 
   od; 
   print(n); 
   if max(C)>n/2 then 
     p := MaxPos(C); 
     print( "Candidate ", p, " is elected"); 
     C[p] := 0; 
     if max(C)>n/2 then 



       p := MaxPos(C); 
       print( "Candidate ", p, " is elected"); 
       return;     
     fi; 
     CR[p] := 0; 
     SimMayElection(V,m,CR); 
     return;     
   fi; 
   p     := MinPos(C); 
   print("___________________"); 
   print(C); 
   print("Candidate ", p, " is eliminated"); 
   CR[p] := 0; 
   SimCCElectionAlt2(V,m,CR); 
 end: 
  
 SimCCElectionAlt3 := proc(V,m,L) 
 # 1 vote SE reset 
   local p, CR; 
   CR    := L; 
   p     := SimMayElection(V,m,CR); 
   CR[p] := 0; 
   SimMayElection(V,m,CR);   
 end: 
  
 SimCCElectionAlt4 := proc(V,m,L) 
 # Aspen Traditional 
   local C, n, CR, i, j, v, k, p, S, q, b; 
   C  := [0$m]; 
   CR := L; 
   n  := 0; 
   S  := 2; 
   for i from 1 to nops(V) do 
     b := 0; 
     v := V[i]; 
     for j from 1 to nops(v) do 
       if evalb(v[j] in CR) then 
         C[v[j]] := C[v[j]]+1; 
         b := b+1; 
         n := n+1; 
         if b = 2 then 
           n := n-1;  
           break; 
         fi; 
       fi; 
     od; 
   od; 
   print("_________________"); 
   print("Initial Count"); 
   print(C); 
   print(n); 
   while max(C)n/2 do 
     p := MaxPos(C); 
     print(cat("Candidate ", p, " wins")); 



     C[p]  := 0; 
     CR[p] := 0; 
     S := S-1;  
   od; 
   if S = 0 then return; fi; 
   if S = 1 then 
     p       := [0,0];  
     p[1]    := MaxPos(C); 
     C[p[1]] := 0; 
     p[2]    := MaxPos(C); 
     CR      := [CR[p[1]], CR[p[2]], 0$(m-2)]; 
     SimMayElection(V,m,CR); 
     return; 
   fi; 
   p := [0,0,0,0]; 
   for i from 1 to 4 do 
     p[i]    := MaxPos(C); 
     C[p[i]] := 0; 
   od; 
   for i from 1 to m do 
     if not evalb(i in p) then 
       CR[i] := 0; 
     fi; 
   od; 
   SimCCElectionAlt4(V,m,CR);   
 end: 
  
  
 SimCCElection := proc(V,m,L) 
   local C, n, CR, i, j, v, k, p, S, q, b; 
   C  := [0$m]; 
   CR := L; 
   n  := 0; 
   S  := 2; 
   for i from 1 to nops(V) do 
     b := 0; 
     v := V[i]; 
     for j from 1 to nops(v) do 
       if evalb(v[j] in CR) then 
         C[v[j]] := C[v[j]]+1; 
         b := b+1; 
         n := n+1; 
         if b = 2 then 
           n := n-1;  
           break; 
         fi; 
       fi; 
     od; 
   od; 
   while max(C)n/2 do 
     p := MaxPos(C); 
     print("_______________"); 
     print("winner"); 
     print(cat("Candidate", p, "wins")); 



     C[p]  := 0; 
     CR[p] := 0; 
     S := S-1;  
   od; 
   print("_________________"); 
   print("Initial Count"); 
   print(C); 
   print(n); 
   if S = 0 then return; fi; 
   if S = 1 then 
     p       := [0,0];  
     p[1]    := MaxPos(C); 
     C[p[1]] := 0; 
     p[2]    := MaxPos(C); 
     CR      := [CR[p[1]], CR[p[2], 0$(m-2)]]; 
     SimMayElection(V,m,CR); 
     return; 
   fi; 
   p := [0,0,0,0]; 
   for i from 1 to 4 do 
     p[i]    := MaxPos(C); 
     C[p[i]] := 0; 
   od; 
   for i from 1 to m do 
     if not evalb(i in p) then 
       CR[i] := 0; 
     fi; 
   od; 
   q  := SimMayElection(V,m,CR); 
   CR := [0$m]; 
   for i from 1 to m do 
     for j from 1 to 4 do 
       if p[j] = i and p[j] < q then 
         CR[i] := i; 
       fi; 
     od; 
   od; 
   SimMayElection(V,m,CR);   
 end: 
  
 SimMayElection := proc(V,m,L) 
   local C, n, CR, i, j, v, k, p, c; 
   C := [0$m]; 
   CR:= L; 
   while true do 
     n := 0; 
     for i from 1 to nops(V) do 
       v := V[i]; 
       for j from 1 to nops(v) do 
         if evalb(v[j] in CR) then 
           C[v[j]] := C[v[j]]+1; 
           n := n+1; 
           break; 
         fi; 



       od; 
     od; 
     if max(C)>n/2 then 
       print("____________________"); 
       print("winner"); 
       print(cat("Candidate ", MaxPos(C), " elected")); 
       print(C); 
       print(n); 
       return MaxPos(C); 
     fi; 
     print("____________________"); 
     print("no winner"); 
     print(C); 
     print(n); 
     p     := MinPos(C); 
     print(cat("Candidate ", p, " eliminated")); 
     print(CR); 
     for i from 1 to nops(CR) do 
       if CR[i]=p then 
         CR[i]:=0; 
       fi; 
     od; 
     C     := [0$m];        
   od; 
 end: 
 SimCCElection(CCV3, 10, [seq(i,i=1..10)]); 
 SimCCElectionAlt1(CCV3, 9, [seq(i,i=1..9)]); 
 SimCCElectionAlt2(CCV3, 9, [seq(i,i=1..9)]); 
 SimCCElectionAlt3(CCV3, 9, [seq(i,i=1..9)]); 
 SimCCElectionAlt4(CCV3, 9, [seq(i,i=1..9)]); 
 
Summary of how things work 
CCV3 - All the votes for city council stored as a list ex. [3,4,1,2,8,9,5,6,7] 
 
Each proceedure is called with the same information, the votes, the number of 
candidates in the race, and a list [1, 2, .., 9] of the candidates left in the 
race 
 
CityCouncilRace  
SimCCElection(CCV3, 9, [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]) - Official Election Method 
SimCCElectionAlt1(...,...,..              ) - 2 vote SE no reset 
SimCCElectionAlt2(...,...,..              ) - 1 vote SE no reset 
SimCCElectionAlt3(...,...,..              ) - 1 vote SE reset 
SimCCElectionAlt4(...,...,..              ) - Traditional Apsen Method 
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The mood in Aspen City Hall on May 5,
2009 seemed optimistic as the ballots for
what many called that day’s “historic” city
election rolled through the electronic
scanners. The machines were meant to
protect the electoral decisions of the
entire community based on the pictures
they took of the seemingly innocent
sheets of paper — a very important task.

City Councilman Steve Skadron sat at a
corner of the roundtable setup of the
room being interviewed by former Mayor
Helen Klanderud and former Aspen
finance director Paul Menter about how
Skadron felt the election had been con-
ducted. Their conversation spanned a
number of topics, from the conduct of the
mayoral and City Council candidates —
very professional, Skadron said — to the
viability of the new “instant runoff voting,”
or IRV, system the city was using to select
its new officials.

But nobody discussed how, as city offi-
cials implemented IRV, they discovered
that the vote-counting technology is actu-
ally a lot more complicated than it
appeared at first glance, that they were
deploying a system that few really under-
stood — or seem to understand now.

There was no talk in that meeting about
the previous night, when three private
election engineers, hired by the city to
count the ballots, reconfigured the tabu-
lation software for the election computers
after they discovered an egregious flaw. It
had tallied test sample ballots incorrectly,
causing the test candidate with the fewest
votes to win.

The software was part of a system the
company, True Ballot, Inc., or TBI, brings
to elections — mostly for private institu-
tions like labor unions, but also for cities
and Indian tribal governments — to tabu-
late them. It was a system able to perform
complex election tabulations. But it was
not certified, or even reviewed, by any
governmental agency that normally does
so. 

It was essentially a privatization of the
May 2009 election. The ballots were “spit
out of a black box,” as Councilman
Dwayne Romero put it in an interview last
month. That phrase is common parlance
among election enthusiasts, who like to
call themselves “wonks,” to describe a
machine that hides the mechanics of the
count from the voters. 

Officials from TBI said the private
model became Aspen’s vote-counting
paradigm because only TBI had the abili-
ty to tabulate an instant runoff election.
And that was true, with the exception of a
handcount by the city clerk’s office. The
city of Aspen didn’t have the expertise to
administer the system it had chosen. 

Few Aspenites knew the intricacies of
the system the city was about to use. On
the surface, everything was peachy. 

Since then, however, the confusion
inherent to Aspen’s spring election has
been illustrated by statements from peo-
ple who have derided the system and its
implementation in Aspen. Recently,
Mayor Mick Ireland asked Rob Ittner, who
is now a candidate for Pitkin County com-
missioner, and Marilyn Marks, who ran

for mayor in the May election, if they
thought the ballots were confusing. Yes,
they both said. Some of the critics —
whether they’re candidates in the
November election or simply individuals
interested in election integrity — say they
hope city voters will endorse a new voting
system in the November election. They
also hope an investigation by the city’s
election oversight board will put to rest
allegations by four local election-watch-
ers that the city engaged in widespread
unethical and illegal conduct.

The allegations have been part of the
almost year-and-a-half-long road of con-
troversy that has ultimately led the City

Council to weigh new voting procedures
and has put Aspen on the national map as
what Bev Harris, an investigative journal-
ist who specializes in elections, called the
“poster child” of what can go wrong with
IRV.

Back to the beginning
In the first half of the decade, after he’d

run successfully for Aspen City Council,
Jack Johnson had a vision. Having sur-
vived a May election and then a June
runoff, he had discovered that only a
small percentage of Aspen’s electorate
showed up at the polls the second time
around. He felt that more voters would
participate if Aspen were to streamline its
voting process, use fewer city resources
and not require the voters to return to the
polls a month after the first round of vot-
ing. (The city’s old system called for a
runoff election if no candidate won a
majority of votes.)

So in 2004, Johnson and City Clerk
Kathryn Koch traveled to San Francisco to

observe the hot new “instant runoff vot-
ing” method. What they came back with
eventually became a proposal asking vot-
ers for permission to implement IRV.

It seemed like a good idea. IRV is sup-
posed to work like this: On the ballot, vot-
ers rank by number the candidates of
their choice. In the case of the 2009 elec-
tion, it was from one to four for the may-
oral candidates, and one to nine for the
City Council candidates. If the top vote-
getter didn’t receive more than 50 percent
of the total, then the candidate in last
place would be eliminated, and each of
the ballots that put the loser first would go
to the person ranked second on that bal-
lot. That process, known as sequential
elimination, would be repeated until one
candidate achieved a majority.

This system, proponents said, would
eliminate the expensive runoff, save the
city thousands of dollars and boost confi-
dence in the voting process. Voters
approved the concept in 2007.

In September 2008, the City Council
appointed a number of community mem-
bers to a group charged with choosing the
actual method to tabulate the new ballots.
But the group, called the IRV task force,
quickly discovered a problem: The City
Council race involved two open seats,
instead of just one.

Rob Richie, the executive director of
FairVote, a Maryland non-profit that
advocates on a national level for IRV, said
at the time that a two-seat race does not
lend itself to IRV because of a wide range
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John Seibel, the CEO of True Ballot Inc., a private election counting enterprise, talks to city officials while TBI analyst Nick Koumoutseas, in
the background, tabulates the ballots on Election Night in May 2009. The top right screen in the photo displays a partial image of one of the
ballots, which the city aggressively defends as a document not for public scrutiny.

KochJohnson

“It reminded me of the

Bible. The last shall be

first, and the first shall

be last.” 

— Elizabeth Milias,  
former election
commissioner

How IRV became a drown-out dogfight

 



of logistical complications. And the task
force meetings became confusing, to the
point that the board lost three members
and brought in city staff members to
replace them, without approval from the
City Council. City attorney John Worces-
ter, special counsel Jim True, Koch and
Mayor Ireland now sat on the board. 

“People who were going to be subject to
the election system were designing it,”
said Menter, who quit working for the city
in December 2008 and, after the 2009
election, became an outspoken critic of
the election. 

And the more fundamental, mathematical
problem of using IRV to choose two can-
didates remained. The group would
either have to commission two counts of
the ballots because, on an IRV ballot, a
voter can’t rank two people in the same
place. Or the task force members would
have to come up with a creative counting
method. And that’s what they did.

The method chosen in February 2009
by half the members of the task force —
Worcester, True, then-Councilman John-
son, Ireland, Koch, Assistant City Manag-
er Barry Crook and Pitkin County Clerk
Janice Vos-Caudill, each a local govern-
ment employee — was a sequential elim-
ination system that would count the bal-
lots a second time after the winner of the
first seat was established.

The rest of the task force, all private cit-
izens, did not vote. Su Lum, a member of
the task force (Lum is also a columnist
and advertising account manager for The
Aspen Times) had expressed confusion in
a Feb. 25 e-mail message to Worcester
about which task force members could
vote. Were city officials planning the
method that might keep some of them in
office, or was it citizens?

Called out by election enthusiasts and
an editorial in The Aspen Times that
asked the government officials on the
board to recuse themselves, the task force
reformed, eliminating the government
employees on the board and bringing in
several independent citizens. And then
the balance of opinion changed. The task
force finally chose a counting procedure
called the “True Method,” named after
True, who created it. Johnson was the
only one who voted, at that point, for the

sequential elimination method. 
The True Method uses a “batch elimi-

nation” process to select winning candi-
dates. In the event that no candidate
receives a majority, the True Method
would automatically eliminate five of the
nine City Council candidates who
received the fewest first-place votes. After
that batch elimination, the normal IRV
process would kick in with the remaining
candidates.

But some warned that this method had
dangerous implications.

Richie, of FairVote, said at the time that
the True Method wouldn’t work. “While
the proposal is a creative effort to apply
[IRV] for a multi-seat race, it violates one
of the key principles of an [IRV] election
— ranking a lesser choice should not help
defeat your higher choice,” he wrote in a
letter dated Feb. 4 to Johnson. Colorado
law explicitly prohibits a system that
allows a person with less support to gain
the advantage.

“They knowingly violated that statute,”
said Millard Zimet, an Aspen lawyer who
has complained about the conduct of the
election.

Even Caleb Kleppner, an analyst with
TBI, said in an e-mail message to Koch on
Dec. 8, 2008 that a two-seat count in an
IRV race was unprecedented. “In terms of
what system to use, there is no standard
two-seat IRV system, so whatever you
come up with is going to be somewhat
homegrown,” Kleppner wrote.

Richie has shifted his position since,
saying the True Method is “defensible”
because it was the most familiar way to
bring IRV to Aspen voters: “I think they’re
right. I think that Jim True’s system more
approximates what Aspen had in the
past.”

But Ittner, a restaurateur and 2010
county commissioner candidate, asks
himself, did the True Method do what an
election system is supposed to do? In his
mind, the answer is a resounding no.

Ittner, who calls himself a “math guy,”
said the method could actually alter the
vote count. According to his analysis,
which he presented to the task force
before the election, it would be possible
for a person in the True Method’s auto-
matic throwaway pile to have received

more votes than a winning candidate.
“It was more about a quick election

than about finding out what [voters]
wanted,” said Harvie Branscomb, an El
Jebel resident who has been an active crit-
ic of the May 2009 election. 

With all the controversy flying around
about the complexity of the proposed
methods, the city knew it had to find a
sure way to count the ballots.

Inside the box
Months before the election, Aspen

hired Kleppner, Nick Koumoutseas and
John Seibel of True Ballot, Inc., a private,
election-tallying enterprise from Mary-
land. TBI was the one of the only outfits in
the country with the ability to do an
instant runoff for Aspen’s two-seat elec-
tion.

TBI’s system is a unique vote-counting
program that relies on Microsoft software,
a completely different system than the
vote-counting machines commonly used
by cities and counties around the country.
TBI scans the ballots into its computers,
and the company’s special software

counts it, relying on rules specific to each
election.

Koumoutseas hailed the system as one
that can conform to any election, no mat-
ter the type of ballot. It was the best fit for
the True Method, to which it conformed.
And while he said IRV has its problems —
most importantly a reported propensity
for complex mathematical anomalies that
can allow lower rankings to count against
higher rankings — the TBI count essen-
tially eliminates them, he said. Also, it
allows for an easy audit of the election,
Koumoutseas said.

Sometimes on a ballot, voters will indi-
cate their preferred candidate with a
check mark instead of filling in the entire
box next to that candidate’s name. If some
voters are in a hurry, they might mark
completely outside of the box. Or, if there
is space for a write-in candidate, voters
might write the name of the person they
prefer and not fill in the checkbox at all.
Or, as Koumoutseas pointed out, a voter
might write in large letters across the
boxes indicating the person they want in
office: “I ONLY WANT MICK IRELAND” is
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IRV

PROS:
• Allows voters to rank candidates
• Purported to acheive the same result
as a traditonal runoff election
• Saves taxpayer money because gov-
ernments don’t have to host two elec-
tions if there is no majority winner

CONS:
• Does not lend itself to two-seat elec-
tions. Aspen’s City Council race a
two-seater
• Winning candidates can achieve
their seats with less than 50 percent
of the votes
• Relies on counting infrastructure that
exceeded Aspen’s capabilities

An item on the November ballot that will govern the next election asks whether
Aspen wants to keep instant runoff voting or return to the traditional runoff sys-
tem. Here’s a quick list of pros and cons for both.

TRADITONAL RUNOFF

PROS:
• Allows more time to get to know the
candidates if there is no majority
• Is easy to count by hand
• Does not require complex technolo-
gy to understand

CONS:
• Can create more public expenses
for elections if there is a second
round of voting
• Can require voters to return to the
polls a second time

Instant runoff vs. traditional runoff voting

IRV Timeline

Nov. 2007: Aspen
voters approve
IRV as the new
election method

Sept. 2008: The City 
Council public appoints 
IRV task force

Feb. 2009:
City officials on task
force create sequen-
t ial el imination for
City Council race

March 9: After a recall on the
original vote, a reformed task
force with community mem-
bers implements batch elimi-
nation for City Council race

March 23: The City
Counci l  appoints
Election Commission 

April 14: First Logic
and Accuracy test of 
private vote-counting
system reveals no
problems

COURTESY OF THE CITY OF ASPEN

These images show mock-ups of the City Council portion of May 2009 instant runoff voting ballot. In an IRV race, voters rank the candidates according to preference. If no one receives a
majority, the person with the smallest number of first-place rankings gets eliminated, and that person’s ballots are redistributed to the candidate ranked second.

IRV had been used for about a century in Australia, and
was recently brought to the U.S. by people who were
pushing progressive voting methods. FairVote, a Mary-
land nonprofit, is now IRV’s most public proponent. It
has been implemented in many municipalities around
the country, including San Francisco and Cambridge,
Mass., and has been heavily scrutinized since.



a possibility. The lines that person makes
on the ballot would inevitably cross the
boxes of some of the candidates they did-
n’t want and the computerized scanner
would count that vote for another person,
even though the intent of the voter was
clear on the ballot. The list of similar
problems, which are not unique to IRV,
and are reminiscent of the “hanging
chads” in the 2000 presidential election in
Florida, goes on and on.

The TBI scanners create an electronic
image that allows the analysts to electron-
ically manipulate the ballot to reflect the
voter’s intent. The analyst simply clicks on
the name of the candidate the voter clear-
ly wanted in office, and the system high-
lights it.

“Hopefully the system picks it up and
we have ways to correct the system to pick
those up,” Koumoutseas said.

The information on the ballots is then
transferred into a Microsoft spreadsheet
in lines that are called “ballot strings,”
each of which represents one voter in an
election. In the case of IRV, the ranked
choices are indicated in lines across the
page. 

Branscomb said the system is one of the
best out there. 

But it remains a mystery to many
observers, who have referred to the TBI
system as a “black box.” And the city’s
contract with the company allowed TBI to
do whatever it wanted with the election
data, including the images of the scanned
ballots. There was no clause saying, for
example, that TBI could not sell the infor-
mation.

Elizabeth Milias, who became a vehe-
ment critic of city politics after she was
“disappeared” (as she puts it) from the
Election Commission after a tense dis-
pute last fall with the city, says the system
was not fully vetted by public officials. In
essence the system circumvented the
normal public election process, she
claims. Normally, vote counting technol-
ogy, like the Accuvote machines used in
most city elections and all county elec-
tions in Colorado, is certified by the Secre-
tary of State’s office. But that process is
constantly in flux and can take up to 30
years to get a new technology approved,
Branscomb said, which poses a number
of logistical problems to vote-counting
innovators.

TBI’s system endured two process tests
for the Aspen election and has been test-
ed in private elections, but it went without
a comprehensive analysis in Aspen by
pretty much everyone but TBI.

Testing, testing
Two tests of the system, called logic and

accuracy tests, or LATs, were conducted
by TBI and city officials leading up to the
election. These tests are performed
before every election, to ensure the
counting technology is working properly.
City residents, candidates and election
followers gathered in the basement of
City Hall on April 21 to fill out mock-ups
of the ballots that had been approved for

the election. Koch randomly handed 86 of
them to the people in the room, they filled
them out and handed them right back to
Koch, sources said. The testers didn’t tally
their votes, and the pile was counted by

city officials and sent via Federal Express
to TBI by Milias. This test found no prob-
lems.

Normally, Koch would have handed out
100 of the test ballots and the attendees
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MarksIreland Ittner

*see caption on opposite page to left

May 4: Second Logic and
Accuracy test shows the loser
as the winner. True BallotAA
Inc., the purveyor of the soft-
ware reconfigures system rules

May 5: Mick Ireland
elected mayor;
Torre and Derek
Johnson get City
Council seats

May 7: City shows 
ballots in public count
of 10 percent of ballot
from certain precincts

May 19: TBI notif ies
city of miscount in 
mayor’al race. It doesn’t
change the outcome

This period was rife with back-and-forth argu-
ments between the people trying to gain infor-
mation from the city and city attorneys who
said the ballots are strictly forbidden from the
public under Colorado law.

Ireland has long been a strong, but con-
troversial figure in Aspen politics. He has
many good friends around the communi-
ty, including the late Hunter S. Thomp-
son. He is said to be the most influential
politician in the community.

May 22: Period
ends for contest
of election

May 28: City issues
press release disclos-
ing the miscount

June 1: Marilyn Marks issues
open record request to see the
ballot images

COURTESY OF THE CITY OF ASPEN

City law says a candidate can only win a seat with a majority, or at least 50 percent plus one vote of the total ballots cast, which in the
May 2009 election was 2,544. Many of the ballots, though, were thrown out of the election in the first and second rounds because some
voters only indicated one candidate in the winning place. That technique reduces the number of ballots counted in the final round. Neither
Derek Johnson nor Torre won enough votes to be seated. So votes from certain ballots that had already been counted went to each —
200 extra for Torre and 40 extra for Johnson.

The City Council misrepresentation
OFFICIAL NUMBER REPORTEDRESULTS REPORTED 

ON THE CITY WEBSITE

Candidate         Round 3  

Derek Johnson   1,233      

Candidate      Round 3  

Torre 1,073
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would have tallied them, per state rules
for LATs. But True and Worcester said in
a recent statement that the meeting
attendees got bored with the process
and didn’t want to continue. “Unfortu-
nately, the audience lost patience and
only prepared 76. … No one objected to
proceeding with the 76 ballots,” the
statement says. And none of the public
counters could tell for sure if the count
was right because the attendees did not
record the tally. In the same statement,
True and Worcester said Koch offered to
have audience members count the bal-
lots, but they declined.

The second LAT, conducted on the eve
of the election, found that the compa-
ny’s system was counting the results
backward. “It reminded me of the Bible,”
Milias said recently. “The last shall be
first, and the first shall be last.” But
Kleppner reconfigured the software on
the spot — one of the great things the
TBI system allows, Koumoutseas said. 

After the polls closed at 7 p.m. on May
5, ballots started flowing in from polling
locations to City Council chambers,
where they entered TBI’s machines.
Skadron, Klanderud and Menter talked
about the election, and observers sat in
the chairs across the room watching the
ballots flash across the plasma screens
that line the walls. The display was
meant to let Aspen voters watch the
public process of ballot tabulation.
Throughout the count, Kleppner’s com-
puter kept making a strange sound —
“Uh-oh, Uh-oh, Uh-oh” — an indication
of a system error.

True and Worcester say only a small
portion of the ballots were shown that
night. And they say most of the ones that
appeared only did so partially. But they
issued sworn court statements saying
that every ballot was shown on the
screen. Kleppner also printed a guest
opinion in The Aspen Times, saying the
same: “… in plain view of the public and
cable viewers, True Ballot, Inc. scanned
every ballot using commercial imaging
scanners, processed the data on the
images, and publicly reviewed every
ballot twice to make sure the computer
interpretation of the ballots matched
human interpretation of voter intent.” 

But even if all ballots were shown, the
99 ovals that sit next to the 13 names,
three write-ins and one policy question
are difficult to count in the one or two
seconds that they appeared on the
screens. And the Grassroots TV broad-
cast that showed on some of Aspen’s tel-
evision sets was not long enough to
show all the ballots.

“IRV tallies were conducted and
announced well after the end of the
public TV show and during a process
which few were able to observe or
understand,” Branscomb said in a writ-
ten response to Kleppner’s opinion
piece.

All this came after city officials made
promises during the vetting and
approval of IRV that all the ballots would
be shown, and the public would be able
to verify the count.

More complicated than counting
The ballots were fed through the

machines, and TBI counted the vote.
Final numbers for the mayor’s race
showed Mick Ireland had won with
1,273 of the 2,544 votes cast — or exactly
one more than half. In the City Council
race, Derek Johnson won the first seat,
and Torre won the second, both with the
same number of votes as Ireland. 

“In comes Caleb Kleppner, and out
comes the winner,” Milias said of the
process earlier this year.

And all those numbers remain as the
final tally on the city website, despite a
publicly disclosed discovery of a count-
ing error in the mayor’s race and several
data analyses showing the count in the
City Council race was also wrong.

No one had asked any questions about
the “Uh-ohs” coming from Kleppner’s
laptop. But TBI conducted a review of
the mayor’s race that showed the count
was  off by 37 votes because of the last-
minute changes that were made
between the second LAT and the elec-
tion. TBI had set its system to stop
counting votes for the winning candi-
date after that person reached a 50 per-
cent or more majority. Ireland had real-
ly received 1,310 compared with Marilyn
Marks’ 1,124 votes.

TBI notified the city of the error on
May 19, three days before the May 22
deadline for candidates to formally con-
test the election. But the city waited until
May 28 to tell the public about the error;
a press release touted the fact the city
was committed to disclosing such
errors. Worcester and True said the nine
days passed because Koch, who they
said normally handles such matters, was
on vacation. City spokeswoman Sally
Spaulding, True and Worcester worked
with TBI on official wording for the
release — the attorneys didn’t think
TBI’s original wording “anomaly” accu-
rately portrayed the mistake, for exam-
ple — in e-mail messages on May 27 and
28.

The mistake didn’t change the results
of the election; in fact, it reinforced

them. But the audit was done privately
by TBI, without any oversight by Aspen
government officials or its residents.
And, to the dismay of Marks and a group
of election activists who want proof the
count was correct, the city has adamant-
ly refused to release any of the election
records outside of the complex ballot
string.

But what Rob Ittner finds more inter-
esting than the TBI mistake was the True
Method’s results in the City Council
race. In the first round of tabulation, the
batch elimination, the method eliminat-
ed Adam Frisch, who had the highest
number of votes among the batch-elim-
inated group of candidates. But, had the
batch elimination only taken four peo-
ple out of the election, and Frisch had
stayed in the race, then Torre would not
have beaten Frisch. According to Ittner’s
in-depth analyses of the ballot strings,
Frisch would have outpolled Torre. The
battle would have continued with Jack
Johnson, Derek Johnson and Frisch,
with Derek Johnson coming out on top,
and Frisch in second place.

The city has never agreed that Frisch
would be in Torre’s place if sequential
elimination had been used but, asked in
an interview if a different counting
method would have resulted in a differ-
ent tally, True said, “Absolutely.” 

While the likelihood of some vast,
fraudulent voting scheme to keep Frisch
out of office and get Torre on the City
Council is almost non-existent because
of the extreme difficulty of intentionally
gaming IRV, Ittner says the system did an
injustice to the election.

“There were a lot more people that
voted that preferred Adam before Torre,”
Ittner said. “Did the system work? No, in
my opinion.”

“It was a Rashomon election,” Zimet
said, referencing the acclaimed 1950

Japanese film in which a convicted
rapist’s fate depends on four conflicting
testimonies by witnesses.

Conflicting stories
When Kleppner, Koumoutseas and

Seibel returned to their TBI headquarters
in Maryland the day after the election,
they didn’t leave empty-handed.
Koumoutseas took at least one copy of the
ballot images on a CD with him.

Worcester and True said they were
unaware that Koumoutseas had taken the
copy; TBI was supposed to hand all of its
election records over to the city, they said. 

TBI was under no obligation to keep
them from the public.

About a month after he returned to
Maryland, Koumoutseas said, he
destroyed the images, although the city
charter requires all ballots to be kept
intact until at least six months after the
election. He said the city issued an order
to TBI to destroy the images. Worcester
and True said they were unaware of any
communication by the city with TBI ask-
ing them to do so.

Controversial commission
Elizabeth Milias and Chris Bryan, along

with Clerk Kathryn Koch, became Aspen’s
Election Commission, the body normally
charged with certifying election counts
and finding solutions to any potential
problems, on March 23 — several weeks
before the election and outside the nor-
mal timeline for the group to be appoint-
ed. Normally, the commission serves a
two-year term, from July to July, and over-
sees one municipal election. True and
Worcester, asked why the commission
was not in place at the time, said they did-
n’t know, that it may have been an over-
sight. The city might have simply forgot-
ten to appoint one after the 2007 city elec-
tion. 

Mayor Ireland said in a recent inter-
view: “It just never came up.”

So Milias and Bryan came into their
positions with no predecessors, not sure
about their exact responsibilities. Worces-
ter told the commission just before its 

June 5: City denies request

Sept. 14: Election 
Commission requests 
independent legal 
counsel to help it
investigate claims about
election misconduct

Oct. 8: Marks files law-
suit against city over
the denial of her
CORA request

Nov. 13: Harvie Brancomb
issues open records
request for ballots shown
on Election Day and ballot
shown during public audit

The Election Commission, although given perma-
nent authority to operate by Aspen’s city charter
since 1971, was not in place when this one was
appointed.It normally enjoys a two-year term
from July to July. This commission was appointed
in March and disbanded in November.

COURTESY OF THE CITY OF ASPEN

This is what the final data from the election looked like after the ballots went through the True
Ballot machines. Each line is called a “ballot string.” The strings with zeros after the first num-
ber are discarded if the person in first place does not get a majority. As seen here, some vot-
ers didn’t even rank one person for the mayor and City Council races.

A string of confusion

To view Ittner’s analysis of
the city council race, visit
www.aspentimes.com

“Did the system work?

No, in my opinion.”

– Rob Ittner, IRV critic

The Colorado Supreme
Court has ruled that voted
ballots are not exempt
from the state’s open
records laws.

Nov. 23: The City Council
announces open positions
for new Election Commis-
sion, also out of normal
time line

March 10 2010: Judge
James Boyd dismisses
Marks suit
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dismissal that the group is traditionally
“ceremonial.” 

But this time around the commission
was special because of the unique cir-
cumstances. Milias and Bryan expected
to serve the regular two-year term, with
four extra months at the beginning, Mil-
ias said. (Bryan, an attorney, did not
respond to requests for an interview.)

And although Bryan said he would
certify the election, it’s clear that both he
and Milias took issue with the way the
election was conducted. When they
began asking questions about IRV and
requested taxpayer cash for independ-
ent legal counsel because they felt
Worcester and True were inherently
conflicted as city employees, Milias and
Bryan were quickly hushed, investigated
and dismissed from the commission at
the beginning of November.

The city told them, “Not only are we
not going to give you the money, but you
are out of line,” Branscomb said.

Former councilman Johnson found
evidence through records requests that
the Election Commission had been
receiving e-mails from Marks, lobbying
them to gain independent counsel. He
also found that Milias and Bryan had
met in private — which violates Col-
orado open meeting rules — over a
hamburger the day before the election
to discuss commission business.

Johnson said Marks had deliberately
infiltrated the Election Commission and
convinced the members to take action
to cause a recount of the election, hop-
ing that the recount would find that she
had won the mayor’s seat. 

Marks never requested a recount. But
she did file a lawsuit against the city,
saying it had violated the Colorado
Open Records Act when city officials
denied her access to the images of the
ballots that were shown on the screen
the night of the election — the same
ballot images TBI took to Maryland the
day after the election and the city had
shown publicly in a May 7, 2009 test of
the tabulation software. The commis-
sion agreed with Marks on most of her
allegations.

City officials have claimed that Marks
brought the allegations to the commis-
sion and the members followed her
lead. And although Marks has partnered
with Milias in a project called the
“RedANT,” an online publication that is
very critical of Aspen City Hall, Milias
denied those claims. Marks is no longer
a part of the “RedANT.” What happened
since the initial heated debate indicates
that at least Milias was on board with the
allegations before Marks became the
face of the argument. Milias was the one
who pointed out the mistake in the way
TBI’s system was counting the test bal-
lots on election eve.

“I have a mind of my own,” she said in
a recent interview.

True and Worcester maintain that the

reason the City Council dismissed Mil-
ias and Bryan from the commission was
that their term was over. It had nothing
to do, they said, with the investigation.
When asked why the city waited until
four months after the regular July end of
the term, they said it was another over-
sight, that the terms should have ended
much earlier.

But Branscomb thinks the commis-
sion’s dismissal hinged on Johnson’s
investigation.

“That is a blowback intended to chill
the proper functioning of democracy,”
he said.

What’s next?
It’s clear, the critics say, that the elec-

tion system for May 5, 2009 was flawed.
Even True and Worcester admit that
things went wrong, although they main-
tain the city handled them in the best
way possible.

So what can be done to fix the system?
The current Election Commission is

taking a much more active role than any
has in the past.

It is fully reviewing the large number
of complaints from Marks, Branscomb
and Milias. The complaints are, in
effect, a compilation of the Marks law-
suit against the city, a complaint she
filed with the district attorney’s office
(which eventually decided not to pur-
sue charges) and the result of thou-
sands of hours the three have spent
investigating what happened. They
include alleged breaches of normal
election protocol described in this
story, violation of Secretary of State
rules the city adopted before the elec-
tion and, perhaps the biggest concern
for Marks, the city’s refusal to release
the ballot images.

The City Council has placed a meas-
ure on the Nov. 2 ballot, asking voters if
they want to repeal IRV and return to the
traditional runoff election Aspen used
before it adopted IRV. If IRV is retained,
the City Council may keep the True
Method or switch to a different system.

So now, it’s the voters who have a
choice to make.

Does Aspen retain IRV and potentially
repeat what has happened over the last
15 months? Or does the electorate want
to bring in the traditional runoff process
that, while costly and cumbersome,
never presented the counting-related
problems of IRV?

The current commission is trying to
figure that out. Members Bob Leather-
man and Ward Hauenstein are trying to
find a balance between answering the
ire of the critics — Marks, Milias,
Branscomb and Zimet — and educating
the voters about the pros and cons of
IRV and traditional runoff. It’s just a
matter of finding that balance, Leather-
man said.

ahedge@aspentimes.com

May 5: Marks, Branscomb,
Elizabeth Milias, and Millard
Zimet files complaints with
new Election Commission.
Marks files complaint with
district attorney

Aug. 6: District attorney
Martin Beeson issues
statement saying he
won’t prosecute over
Marks’ claims

Aug. 9: City attorney John
Worcester and special coun-
sel Jim True issue rebuttal to
debunk Election Commission
complaint

Oct 19: Deadline for
Marks to file appeal with
state on dismissed  law-
suit

Nov. 2: IRV comes before
voters again

The current Election Commission has been
meeting irregularly to find solutions to all
al leged problems with the May 2009 
election since August.

Aug. 24: The City Council
adopts ballot measure that
could repeal IRV

Aaron Hedge
Aspen Times Weekly

Over the course of the last 14
months, instant runoff voting in
Aspen has become the subject of sev-
eral highly publicized and con-
tentious political battles. They
include complaints filed with the
Aspen Election Commission and the
district attorney’s office that allege
unethical and possibly illegal activi-
ties by city employees, as well as a
lawsuit filed against the city by may-
oral candidate and activist Marilyn
Marks over Aspen’s refusal to make
the voted ballots public.

The arguments are ongoing, as
Marks, former Election Commissioner
Elizabeth Milias, El Jebel resident
Harvie Branscomb and Aspen attor-
ney Millard Zimet have all maintained
that the city’s continued effort to con-
vince the public that nothing went
wrong with the election is a cover-up.

Zimet’s complaint claimed that,
because ballots were not shuffled
after the election, it would be possible
for an observer to determine how a
certain individual voted, which would
violate the Colorado Constitution.

City officials claim that determin-
ing how a person voted in the May
2009 election is impossible, but the
Election Commission has enacted a
rule that requires shuffling of the bal-
lots in all future elections. 

The Commission is also reviewing
three voluminous complaints about
election procedure and the conduct
of many of Aspen’s top officials. The
panel has no power to prosecute, but
is trying to establish ways to prevent
many of the alleged May 2009 mis-
steps from happening again.

The Election Commission is an
independent body of three people —
City Clerk Kathryn Koch, and two
individuals affiliated with local polit-
ical parties who, this year, were vet-
ted and appointed by the City Coun-
cil. Koch is out of town until Oct. 18,
at which time the commission will
schedule its next meeting.

Marks’ lawsuit, dismissed by Dis-
trict Court Judge James Boyd, is in the
process of being filed with the Col-
orado Court of Appeals. Marks’ final
deadline to file is Oct. 19. She spent
part of this summer filing mostly
unsuccessful open records requests
with counties across the state to look
at their ballots. She filed requests with
Weld, Denver, Delta, Gunnison, Pitkin
and El Paso counties. El Paso is the
only one that let her review the ballots.
She believes the ballots are open

records under state law.
The Colorado Supreme Court

ruled in 2007 that voted ballots are
subject to the Colorado Open
Records Act. But the counties argue
that disclosure of the ballots would
be harmful to the public.

DA Martin Beeson’s investigation
into Marks’ complaint ended in
August, when he issued a statement
saying the DA’s office would not take
action against the city. Deputy DA
Tony Hershey said in an interview
last week that he felt the investiga-
tion was thorough, and that the city
had committed no provable crimes.
When asked who had been inter-
viewed during the probe, Hershey
declined to talk in specifics, but
noted that city officials were under
the protection of a Denver attorney
and couldn’t be interviewed.

The DA’s office also never inter-
viewed Marks.

City spokeswoman Sally Spaulding
has said in public e-mails that the DA
has exonerated city officials,
although Beeson’s statement does
not state explicitly that there was no
wrongdoing.

After the DA released its opinion,
city attorney John Worcester and spe-
cial counsel Jim True released a public
response, attempting to debunk the 76
complaints filed with the Election
Commission by Branscomb, Marks
and Milias. The document included a
cover letter that outlines seven “facts
that should not be refuted.” The first
point says: “The May, 2009, election
was the most transparent election in
Aspen history, if not in the history of
the entire state of Colorado.”
True later said that statement is an

opinion.

Legal wrangling over IRV
“The May 2009

election was the most

transparent election in

Aspen history, if not in

the history of the

entire state of

Colorado.”

— Statement by city attorney
John Worcester and special

counsel Jim True
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